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Pakistan

Travel and Package
Cancellation Policy

Pakistan Packages Tour reserves the rights of this Travel policy designed specially for
International Tourists against the Tour Packages we offer .
Some of the important policy decisions are incorporated here as under:
1- The packages that we offer bound our clients to travel with us in a secure
environment.
2- Once a Tour Package has been confirmed 30% of the total amount of the tour
package will be deducted as advance payment and 70% remaining amount will be
collected at the arrival of the tourist or client.
3- We bound our clients to confirm their visits 2 months before the travel date. If a
client want to cancel his package with us it is important to inform the concerned
representative of the company within the first month of the confirmation of Package
against which the full amount of the client will be returned and if failed to do so 40%
of the total cost of the package will be deducted and if a client cancels his trip before
a week or within a week of the travel date 50% amount will be deducted from the
total cot of the Package. If Cancellation due to natural disasters the company is
bound to arrange the facilitations during this time.
4- Pakistan Packages tour is bound to arrange By road Trips if By Air travel is not
possible due to the frequent weather fluctuations of the region.
5- We assure full security and safety of our clients during their stay in Pakistan
because pakistan packages tour always supported peace in the region and in the
world.
6- A Client who travels more than one time with PPT we offer special discounts being
dependent on the total cost of the Package.
7- Clients are bound to consult the Tour agent if they want to meet somebody they
know.
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8- When a Tour programme is confirmed the clients will deposit 30% of total
Package per person.
9- Any cancellaton made within 90 days prior to the departure date full refuend of
deposited amount will be made.
10- Any cancellation made within 60 days prior to departure date 50% of deposit will
be returned .
11- any cancellation made within 45 days prior to departure date, no refunds shall
be paid.
12- any cancellation made within 30 days prior to departure date, the client is
bound to pay full amount of the trips package.
13- in case of cancellation from flight departure delays and cancellation due to
natural and unavoidable disasters such as Corona Virus and related infectious
diseases and some geographic happenings, essential charges such as hotel
reservation fees, domestic flights reservation fees will be deducted.
14- Unforeseen situations may present themselves to our guests and for those
circumstances, situations and occasions we HIGHLY recommend that you purchase
Travel Insurance to cover your assets.
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